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Subject Code: MB1325/R13 

M B A - II Semester Regular  Examinations, August - 2014 

BUSINESS RESEARCH METHODS 

Time: 3 hours                                                                              Max Marks: 60 

Answer any FIVE of the following 

 All questions carry equal marks. Q.No.8 is compulsory 

**** 

1) (a)  Discuss about Nature and Importance of research. 

      (b)  How do you differentiate qualitative research and quantitative research? 

      2)   Explain about Likert Scale and Schematic Differential Scale. 

      3 )  Under what circumstances stratified random sampling design is considered   

             appropriate? How would you select such sample? Explain by means of an example.      
             

      4)   Explain the principles of good interviews. How personal interviews are more effective   

            than telephone interviews 
 

      5)   What factors are to be taken into   consideration while preparing Questionnaire? 

      6)   (a) Define Report Writing? Bring out the mechanics of Report Writing. 

            (b) What is the difference between Null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis? 
 

      7)  The procedure of testing hypothesis requires a researcher to adopt several steps.  

            Describe in brief all such steps. 
 

      8)  Case Studty: 
 

   A sample of 800 persons selected at random from a large city gives the result that  

           males are 58%. Is there reason to doubt the hypothesis that males and females are in      

equal numbers in the city? Use 1% level of significance 

**** 
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Subject Code: MB925/R09 

M B A - II Semester Supplementary  Examinations, August - 2014 

ORGANAZATION BEHAVIOUR 

Time: 3 hours                                                                              Max Marks: 60 

Answer any FIVE of the following 

 All questions carry equal marks. Q.No.8 is compulsory 

**** 

1. Discuss the various models of organizational Behavior. 

2. Define Leadership and explain various styles of Leadership. 

3. What is personality? Explain the major attributes of personality. 

4. Explain the various stages of group formation. 

5. State the process and importance of Communication with examples. 

6. Define organization. Explain the principles underlying the design of organization.  

7. Explain in detail the major organizational development techniques and applications. 

8.Case Study: 

   Ice cool private ltd was an ice cream manufacturing company employing about 

100 persons including persons at various level of management. Because of increasing 

business, the company needed to strengthen its accounting procedure, particularly through 

computerization. For this purpose the company decided to hire a new manager designed as 

assistant business manager. The company invited applications through press advertisement. 

After receiving the applications it appointed a selection committee consisting of members of 

top management including business manager Rakesh. The committee interviewed several 

candidates and finally selected Bishwash as new assistant business manager. Bishwash was 

neat well dressed and quite articulate Bishwash joined the co immediately ad started working 

very hard. He used to put extra efforts and even worked during holidays as he did not have 

any family responsibility. He gained the reputation of being a dedicated and competent 

employee, his strong point being his knowledge of accounting and computer system. He was 

reporting to Rakesh the business manager who was quite impressed with his working.  

   At the time the co had no computer system and its accounting procedures were in 

need of improvement. Anil the MD of the co directed Rakesh to get needful done. Since most 

of accounting work related to sales no separate accounting department existed and the work 

was performed under the direction of bus manager. Bishwash was mainly appointed to 

strengthen the accounting aspects of the bus. He was asked it prepare a project so that 

necessary changes can be made. In order to get the first hand information about the problem,  
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Bishwash stated meeting. Anil would just cal Bishwash in for a report without bothering to tell 

Rakesh. The management team whose members were with the co for a quite long period had 

formed a tight-knit group and appeared satisfied with the co. they all work together and the 

company prospered in spite of fierce competition.  

   The meetings between Anil & Bishwash continued & Rakesh was gradually 

losing contact with the project and its progress. In fact Bishwash was almost reporting directly 

to the MD through he was placed under bus manger and retained his title of assistant bus 

manager. Rakesh was bow visibly upset over the development and was also concerned about 

Bishwash spreading share of influence. He started feeling down in the company.  

Questions: 

a). What is the nature of problem in this case? 

b). Could Rakesh have prevented Bishwsh assumption of power? If so how specifically could 

it have been done? 

c). .Suggest the courses of action now available to Anil, Rakesh,Bishwash? 

***** 
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